Schedule of Final Grades and Symbols

A final grade is the grade awarded for a semester unit of work. Grades are awarded on the following guidelines:

85% - 100% High Distinction (HD)
All assessment tasks completed at an outstanding level with exceptional performance in achieving the learning outcomes.

75% - 84% Distinction (DN)
All assessment tasks completed at a high level with demonstrated excellence in achieving the learning outcomes.

65% - 74% Credit (CR)
All assessment tasks completed at a satisfactory level, with some assessment tasks completed at a high level. The learning outcomes have been satisfactorily met, with some examples of excellence.

50% - 64% Pass (P)
All assessment tasks and learning outcomes completed at a satisfactory level.
OR
All assessment tasks completed and learning outcomes met. Some assessment tasks completed at an unsatisfactory level, but a pass level is awarded due to the completion of some tasks at a high level.

0% - 49% Fail (F)
Failure to submit or complete one or more assessment tasks.
OR
Assessment tasks completed at an unsatisfactory level and failure to demonstrate the learning outcomes.